Get beauty teamed with durability and cleaning ease. That’s Magic Fluff. It comes in a rich, oriental color blend to suit any decor. All orders are custom made to fit individual floor areas. Write for a Special Trial Size Magic Fluff Mat Sample...17” x 32” $5.00 postpaid.
SPIKE RESISTANT

*magic fluff
*Protected by Pat. No. 2338828

H. M. WISE DISTRIBUTOR OF QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICE
212 HELEN AVENUE — MANSFIELD, OHIO

Con-Voy Carts Have English Sport Wheels

Lightweight English sport wheels for easy carting are a new feature of Con-Voy’s newest golf cart, the Continental. The ball-bearing wheel is said to provide a smooth, easy roll and reduces shock and fatigue. Deluxe features including stroke counter, cigarette and tee holder, are standard equipment. All tubular parts are anodized in gold. The bag position is adjustable, allowing sufficient room between the mainshaft and the back of the bag to allow easy access to back pockets. The squeeze hand release, exclusive with Con-Voy, allows fast, convenient locking of wheels in play or storage position. The Continental is guaranteed for three years.

Public Shows Interest in Ransomes Sims Exhibition

Much public interest was shown at the two-week display exhibition on turf maintenance held at the Fisons Garden Center in London, England recently. This was a joint venture of Ransomes Sims & Jefferies and Fisons Fertilizers to demonstrate both the practical and chemical care of turf. To show the development of the lawn mower, Ransomes showed the first machine in the world which it made in 1832. A photographic history provided a background.

Please your golfers
Score a handsome profit with
Jaunty, Visored POM-TAMS
the NEW Knit Sports Cap everyone wants
COLORFUL • WASHABLE
ONE SIZE FITS ALL
Reliable Knitting Works
Milwaukee 5, Wis.
M-K Self-Cleaning Filters
Attach to Sprinkler, Faucet or Sprayer

Can't rust, clog or get out of order!
For further information write:
M-K FILTERS
Box 633, Route 1, Oshkosh, Wisconsin

Cohansey C-7 Bent
Stolons and Sod
Prices on Request
Box 624 c/o GOLFDOM

Etonic Queen for Women

The Etonic Queen golf shoe for women has been inspired by the famous Ryder Cup. It has full length cushion innersole, full glove leather lining and sewn-in kilties. It is available in black alligator calf with white buck, hawthorne calfskin, and genuine white buck. Available only in pro shops, the shoe is made by Charles A. Eaton Co., Brockton, Mass.

Tote-Stool Is Combination Seat and Club Carrier

Tote-Stool, made by Kalbar Products, Inc., 3608 S. Kedzie ave., Chicago, may be one of the remedies for slow play. It is a combination carry-all that converts into a seat. Golf bag and seat together weigh only 1½ lbs, but the manufacturer claims that the seat will support as much as 500 lbs. Fourteen clubs can be fitted into Tote-Stool's pockets and there is a section for balls, tees and other accessories. When it is carried simply is collapsed and slung over the shoulder. If it isn't used for carrying clubs it comes in handy for following matches and other sporting events.

Saddle Tees for Plastic Pipe

The line of brass saddle tees for use with plastic pipe has been expanded according to Rainy Sprinkler Sales, div. of L. R. Nelson Mfg. Co., Inc., of Peoria, Ill. The line includes fittings for use with medium or high density plastic pipe in sizes from ½-in. up to ½-in. and 1-in. Using only a standard screwdriver and the heat-weld tool, sprinklers can be correctly located and installed.

S, R, S Markets Par Master Golf Net

Smith, Rader and Smith, distributors of Par Master Golf Net, P. O. Box 1512, San Mateo, Calif., is inviting pro and dealer inquiries on its new golf net which features "Environ," a synthetic, non-combustible vinyl-chloride green fiber spun by the fusion method with knotless
construction. The frame is rust-resistant, painted tubular steel; target is finest white canvas

duck marked with double circle bullseye. The structure requires 5½ by 12 feet of area for setting up.

Scott Pamphlet Describes How to Get Better Turf

“Turf Program Products,” published by O. M. Scott & Sons, Marysville, O., describes the professional way of obtaining better turf. It shows the different Scott seeds that can be successfully applied to courses, and describes various products that can be used for feeding turf and

killing obnoxious weeds and grass as well as insects. Spreaders and mowers with Scott trademark also are described.

Cuff Links with PGA Balls

Cuff links are being given free with each doz. of PGA golf balls. The links are of authentic “Golf Spike” design and are a part of a special pro shop promotion. PGA’s Ryder balls are finished with a recently perfected vinyl type enamel which is said to give long lasting whiteness and to reduce scuffing.
K & M Tile Suggested for Converting Roofs to Recreation Areas

Asbestos-cement tile made and marketed by Keasbey & Mattison Co., Ambler, Pa., transfers heretofore unused roofing surfaces into serviceable areas, such as for recreation, sunbathing, etc. The tile also serves to keep roofs from deteriorating. Light gray in color, the tile is highly reflective, thereby minimizing heat absorption. Called Promenade Tile, the new K & M product is installed by trowel on a cold asphalt cement base in an operation similar to installing interior plastic tile. Standard size is 12 x 12 ins. and half tile, 12 x 6. Both are 5/16 ins. thick.

Dayton Is Spalding VP

James A. Dayton has joined the A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc., Chicopee, Mass., as the executive vp of both the Spalding Sales Corp. and Spalding Chicopee div. of the company. Dayton has many years of experience in the field of general management. He makes his headquarters in Chicopee.

Rodenmeyer, Named Distributor Manager by Mallinckrodt

J. A. Rodenmeyer has been named mgr. of distributor products for the industrial chemicals div. of Mallinckrodt Chemical Works of St. Louis. He succeeds C. L. Crump. Rodenmeyer is responsible for all phases of Mallinckrodt’s marketing program for industrial chemicals sold through dealers. Rodenmeyer joined Mallinckrodt in 1955 as a chemist and within a year was named a supervisor in chemical control. His most recent assignment was as assistant mgr. of distributor products.
Cushman Demonstrates New Line of Vehicles

Cushman Motors, a Lincoln, Neb. subsidiary of Outboard Marine Corp., announces a new line of golf cars, scooters and three wheel utility vehicles. The company had just completed a nationwide tour showing the vehicles to dealers. One of the biggest changes in the line is addition of two new advanced design, 4-cycle, 9 and 18 hp diecast aluminum engines. Among the completely new vehicles unveiled is the gasoline Golfster which has a fiberglass body and will run all day on 5 gals. of gas.

Poye Appointed Sales Manager by Chamberlin Metal Products

G. Kenneth Poye has been appointed Sales mgr. of Chamberlin Metal Products Co. He directs sales and marketing activities. Chamberlin pioneered in the golf cart field and has national distribution plus foreign sales. Poye has an extensive background as a salesman, sales engineer, and sales rep. He is a graduate of Wayne State University.

Essig on MacGregor Advisory Staff

Don Essig, 1957 Public Links champion and more recently a Louisiana State U. golfer, has joined the MacGregor advisory staff. He turned pro almost a year ago and is affiliated with the Sycamore Springs GC in Indianapolis. Essig's greatest triumph as a collegian came in the 1960 Southern Collegiate when he tied for first.
Blades Named VP of AMF’s Ben Hogan Company

Jack H. Blades, former customer services mgr. for government products group of American Machine & Foundry Co., has been named vp and sales promotion mgr. of AMF’s Ben Hogan Co., Ft. Worth, Tex. Ben Hogan continues as pres. and Ed Rankin as vp and general mgr. of the firm. Blades joined AMF in 1955 and three years later was made government service mgr. Before coming to AMF he was pres. of his own firm, a manufacturer of aircraft components. He was educated at Washington U. in St. Louis.

3M Cloth Cleans Clubs

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, 900 Bush ave., St. Paul 6, markets a “Scotch-brite” cleaning pad that can be used for cleaning woods and irons. The pads, available in fine and ultra-fine grades, can be used with hot water, detergents and most solvents and are easy to rinse for re-use.

Ryan Steps Up Cutting Speed on New Sod Cutter Model

By changing the transmission and boosting hp, Ryan Landscaping Equipment Co., 871 Edgerton st., St. Paul 1, has given its new JR3 Sod Cutter a 100 ft. per minute cutting speed. The model supersedes the JR2 but retains all the quality construction and operating features of the older model. The cutter has wide application in course and large area turf work.

Armour Irons Redesigned

The MacGregor Co., Cincinnati 32, Ohio, says Tommy Armour Irons are completely new and redesigned for 1961. The back features...
exclusive “flared” construction for better balance. The face has special “pyramid” scoring that aids in aiming and is said to power the weight of the club directly behind the ball.

The hitting area is larger too. The face is sandblasted to provide “touch” for better control. Other features: Pro-Pel Action shaft; Fineline Grips or Black and Gold leather Firma-Grips. The clubs are available in matched sets of nine, eight or separately.

**Neolite Flex in Golf Shoes**

Neolite Flex, made by Goodyear’s Shoe Products div., Akron, O., is being used by 30 manufacturers in making men’s and women’s golf shoes. Flexibility, durability and non-curling are features of the material. The sole’s deep counter-sunk receptacles assure spike retention and simplify insertion. Neolite Flex also is used for dress shoes.

---

**Pennington Introduces Leaf & Litter Attachment**

A new Leaf and Litter Sweeper attachment for riding mowers is being introduced by Pennington Mfg., Co., Addison, Ill. Pennington officials say that the sweeping attachment picks up leaves (even wet ones), paper, twigs, clippings, etc. and blows the material into a hopper cart. Along with the Leaf and Litter Sweeper the company offers an outrigger mower, snow blade and leaf mulcher attachment.
Melflex Markets 6-Way Mat

Melflex Products Co., 410 S. Broadway, Akron 8, O., claims a big improvement in range mats with invention of its 6-way mat. No lifting or shifting of the mat is said to be necessary with its three-section device (driving, fairway brush and standing insert) for either right or lefthanded golfers. Melflex says it also has overcome the waterswelling problem. Standard size is 44 x 60-ins., and special sizes are available. Melflex mats are reversible.

Sewerage Commission to Continue to Manufacture Milorganite

In letters to distributors and in some of its ads, the Sewerage Commission of Milwaukee has strongly refuted rumors and a newspaper article that it is planning to take Milorganite off the market now or in the future. In fact, the Commission has gone on record as saying, "We'll continue to manufacture and sell Milorganite as long as there is a Milwaukee." In the last four years $5 million has been invested by the Commission in dryers, filters and other equipment. Plans are to increase the plant's capacity by 20 per cent to meet growing demand for Milorganite.

Rain Bird Introduces Concealed Sprinklers, Pop-Up

National Rain Bird Sales Eng. Corp., Azusa, Calif., is introducing a new line of concealed turf sprinklers, Rotor Pop-Ups for use on automatic or manual controlled underground systems on large turf areas. Designed for hills or level ground ft is available in part or full circle sprinklers, with full circle models being available with single or two nozzle sprinklers. The sprinklers are designed to be installed flush with the ground. The Pop-Ups employ the positive oscillating arm drive and bearings that are protected from wear by Rain Bird's bearing system.

NYLON GOLF PRACTICE NETS

New, very strong — to stand up to any driving. Roped all around. Easy to erect.

14 ft. x 14 ft. $60.00
12 ft. x 12 ft. $40.00
10 ft. x 10 ft. $30.00

Allow $2.00 extra for carriage.

NETTING MAKERS

2 Stockleigh Rd., St. Leonards, Sussex, England
Bird "TNT" assembly. A heavy duty retractor spring on the sliding pop-up member assures positive closing of the sprinkler when the pressure is off. The entire internal assembly is removable from the top without removing the case from the riser. Rotor Pop-Ups are available from distributors or from Rain Bird.

---

**Safety Spike Available with Mister Featherweight Rake**

Mister Featherweight, an all-aluminum rake, is furnished with a spike so that it can be stuck in the sand and prevent injuries. Marketed through the Lite-Weight Tool & Manufacturing Co., 11422 Fleetwood St., Sun Valley, Calif., the rake is available in two widths, 15 ins. and 8 ins. The larger model weighs less than 2 lbs. and both models have splinter-free handles. The spikes can be detached. For those who have the rake, but not the spike, the latter can be ordered from the Lite-Weight company.

---

**LIQUID-LUSTRE**

**GOLF BALL WASH**

Costs as little as 2c per washer per week!
- Keeps golf balls SPARKLING WHITE!
- Golfers satisfied!
- Perfectly safe for washers — either hard or soft water!
- Will not cause RUSTING!
- No unpleasant odor — Ever!
- Used at fine golf courses from coast to coast!

ORDER YOUR SUPPLY TODAY!
Per Single gallon $4.75.
5 gallons, per each gal. can 4.50.
Order from your dealer or direct from DBA and give dealer’s name.

DBA PRODUCTS CO., INC.
Deerfield, Illinois

---

**WITTEK**

for the best of the latest in

**RANGE-PAR 3**

**MINIATURE EQUIPMENT - SUPPLIES - FIXTURES**

Write for complete catalog

Wittek Golf Range Supply Co., Inc.
5128 W. North Av., Chicago 39, Ill.
GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
We build the course complete, make modifications, install watering systems, rebuild courses, move greens or tees and in fact handle any part of golf course construction.
Iberia Earthmoving Service, Inc.
Iberia, Ohio

GEOFFREY S. CORNISH
GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT
Fiddler’s Green
Amherst, Mass.
Phone: ALpine 3-3913

ALEXANDER G. McKAY
Golf Course Architect
DESIGN and CONSTRUCTION
Green Building Specialists
Phone 586-5467
P.O. Box 176
Morristown, Tenn.

CHARLES E. STEWART
GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION ENGINEER
Reports • Design • Supervision
18357 Homewood Ave., Homewood, Ill.
Phone: SY 8-3918

WILLIAM JAMES SPEAR
GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT
1309 W. MAIN STREET
ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS

R. ALBERT ANDERSON
for
THE VERY FINEST
GOLF COURSE
ARCHITECT
2708 De Soto Blvd., Sarasota, Fla. — Ph: FU 8-1114

GOLF COURSES
DESIGN • SUPERVISION • CONSTRUCTION
Uptown Box 215, Kingston, N. Y.
Phone Federal 1-8162

1914 FULNAME 1961
A Fulname Die insures POSITIVE Identification
Of your BALL.
See your PRO, now.
Box 178
Cincinnati 6, Ohio

TEE MATS
Shipped prepaid. Write Harry B. White, Merchants
Tire Mat Division, 2710 Washington, St. Louis.

GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION
ENGINEERS & INSTALLERS
Complete Turn-Key Jobs
McCune & Co., Inc.
3721 Mahoning Ave.,
Phone: SW 9 3231
Youngstown 9, Ohio

WILLIAM B. LANGFORD
GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT
Balanced Topographical Design
Member: American Society of Golf Course Architects
Telephone: AUstin 7-3571
621 N. Central Ave., Chicago 44, Ill.